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ACKERMANN INTERACT BUSBAR 

Ackermann, a name synonymous with the most advanced 
cable management systems has created an enviable    
reputation for providing commercial electrical and         

electronic systems over the last 75 years. 
Interact is the latest innovation from Ackermann, allowing 
power to be carried throughout the building both overhead 
and under floor.  The new features allow systems to be 
installed quickly, easily and with in-built cost savings   
benefits. 

 
Interact is a low profile power track system enabling power 
to be carried throughout the building both overheadoverheadoverheadoverhead –    
typically for lighting, heating and ventilation, and under under under under 
floor floor floor floor – beneath raised access flooring, to provide power to 
floor outlets such as Cablelink-Rapide floorboxes, or direct 

to desk power distribution modules such as CMS softwire. 
Catering for single, dual-circuit or multi-phase applications, 
and suitable for standard, clean earth, uninterrupted or 
dedicated power  supply up to 500V, Interacts unique   
features make it one of safest and easiest linear power 
track systems to install, and with the patented crocodile 

snap fast joint, Interact is also one of the fastest to install, 
requiring no tools and the minimum of skilled labour. 
In-built safety features include key coded track joints to 
ensure only matching amperages connect, as well as key 
coded tap-offs ensuring only correct track / tap-off       
connections can be made. Tap-off plugs lock firmly into 

the track, yet can be safely removed without the need to 
isolate the main power supply. To aid discrimination, all tap
-offs are colour coded, and are available in over 200      
options. 
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For the under floor segment, we offer a      

convenient system solution with pre-fabricated 

mounting boxes.  Interact is available in       

single-phase or multiphase design for low (up 

to 40A) to  medium (up to 63A) rated currents. 

A local 20Amp circuit breaker is fitted to     

device at the end of the tap-off. This would be 

typically at a floorbox or on a power rail.  The 

busbar system is covered by Australian certifi-

cate of suitability No. CS7691N.             

‘Interact’ always attaches great importance to 

safety.  For  example, all tap outlets are    

dustproof and the switchgear assemblies type

-tested to IEC/EN 60439-3. 

 The Interact under floor system offers        

innovative solutions such as the Duo system, 
which enables two circuits to be zipped into 
one therefore allowing both clean earth and 
standard power  supplies to be incorporated 
into a single track, and the SUPERNEUTRAL™ 
power track option which provides a safe and 

reliable solution to the problem of  harmonics 
caused by computer and data equipment. In 
addition, sliding slab mounting brackets are 
supplied pre-fitted to the track in order to 
speed up installation. 
Interact under floor is available in 40A and 

63A, and is available in the following track 
lengths 1.2m, 2.4m and 3.6m.  Regularly 
spaced sockets at 150mm, 300mm or 600mm 
pitch on the 63A, 300mm & 600mm on the 
40A are available.  All sockets on this system 
are shuttered (with the exception of the      

SUPERNEUTRAL™ options) to keep out dust, 
whilst all options come with additional covers 
to protect against the intrusion of dirt during 
installation. 
 

Interact underfloor 

- Pre-fitted sliding slab brackets for faster fixing easy       

 customisation to suit individual needs  
- Regularly spaced sockets, 600 and 300mm pitch plus 
 150mm on 63A system 
- Track available in 1.2, 2.4 and 3.6m lengths 
- 3m tap-off lengths available as standard 
- Can be assembled without tools in seconds with the     
 patented snap fast joint 
- Clean and standard power supplies in a single track 
 saves cost and installation time 
- Colour coded tap-off plugs aid discrimination 
- Over 20 different tap-off options 
- Shuttered sockets keep out dust.  Adhesive shields protect 
 against dirt during installation 
- Economical  
- Structured format - easy to plan 
- Key coded joints ensure only matching amperages 
 connect 

Ordering information and detailed technical documentation      

technical documentation can be obtained by calling one of our 

technical representatives. 
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The Interact overhead system is specifically designed for ceiling 
mounted installations, available in 25A and 40A options it typically 
provides power for lighting, heating and ventilation applications. 
Available in 2m and 4m lengths, with socket outlets positioned at 
500mm or 1000mm pitch, the rigid rolled steel construction       
coupled with high quality engineering produces a system which 
optimises  durability with a lightweight    structure. The result being 
a robust easy fix modular system which allows loads to be         
suspended directly from the track. 
A further benefit of the Interact overhead system I that built-in    
control wires can be specified. These act as the control              
infrastructure for sophisticated lighting control and building       
management Systems, enabling simple and fast installation whilst 
simultaneously providing power for the system. 

Interact overhead 

-  Snap-fast joints – faster installation 
-  Emergency lighting options 
-  Tap-offs available in LSF or fire retardant PVC cable 
-  Track in 2m or 4m lengths 
-  Fast fix hanging brackets – saves time on site 
-  Pre-wired tap-offs available in 1m, 3m or 5m lengths 
-  Sockets at 500mm or 1000mm pitch 
-  Strong rigid construction 
-  No loose parts  
-  Key coded joints ensure only matching amperages  
  connect 
-  Simple to install 
-  Low cost solution 
-  Easy to plan 

Ordering information and detailed technical documentation      

technical documentation can be obtained by calling one of our 

technical representatives. 

Interlink 

Tap-off plug 

Cable available in LSF 
or fire retardant PVC 

P.I.R. Security Lighting 

Heating and Ventilation 

General lighting 

Snap-fast joint in 
closed position 

A snap-fast joint in open  position 


